GTE Laboratories has a strong commitment to Software Engineering Research. In continuing support, a new facility is being built. We are seeking researchers in the following areas:

- Database Technology
- Specification Techniques
- Rapid Prototyping
- Design Methodologies
- Software Reusability
- Performance Modeling
- Software Engineering Environments

To qualify for these positions, you must have an M.S. or Ph.D. in Computer Science or related discipline.

GTE Laboratories is the corporate research facility supporting 60 GTE subsidiaries around the world. Located outside Boston on Rte. 128, “America’s Technology Highway,” the Laboratories provides a well-supported research environment set in campus-like atmosphere. Opportunities for professional growth and interactions abound. Our location also offers proximity to a variety of leisure and cultural activities.

To actively participate in Software Engineering Research, send your resume to Cynthia Farrar, Human Resources Department, GTE Laboratories, Box IS10, 40 Sylvan Road, Waltham, MA 02254. An equal opportunity employer, M/F.